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	Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger: Peachpit Learning Series, 9780321330222 (0321330226), Peachpit Press, 2005
If you want to tame Mac OS X Tiger, but you want to do so in the comfort of your own home, this guide makes it possible! Robin Williams uses her trademark friendly teaching style to reveal exactly what you want to know: What's new in Tiger, what's great about it, and how can you get the most out of it fast! Focused lessons take you step-by-step through practical, real-world projects that teach Mac OS X Tiger inside and out. Covers everything from upgrading your Mac to Tiger and customizing and troubleshooting your system to all of Tiger's new goodies: configuring the spoken-user interface, audio and video messaging with multiple people at once, a Dashboard full of Widgets, the innovative Spotlight Search system, the enhanced Safari RSS browser, and more.

Tiger is the latest operating system for our Macs, and once again Apple surprises us with new ways of working and enjoying ourselves. As large as this book is, it contains just enough to get you started!

The first section, "Upgrade to Tiger," helps you get Tiger installed on your Mac, if it isn't already. Check out the great "migrating" feature for getting your files from your old Mac to your new one.

For new Mac OS X users, "Mac OS X Basics for New Users" gets you up and running, covering all the basics of working in this operating system. Experienced users might be surprised at what they learn here!

Then new and experienced users both move on to the third section, "Make Tiger Work For You," where you will learn how to customize your Mac to suit your needs and discover the new Tiger features in so many of the Apple applications that came with your computer.

And the fourth section, "A New Way of Working," explains the big new features of Tiger, the ones that change the way you use your Mac.

It's so great to be a Mac user. ;-)
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Dialogue with Bakhtin on Second and Foreign Language Learning: New PerspectivesLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This volume is the first to explore links between the Russian linguist Mikhail Bakhtin's theoretical insights about language and practical concerns with second and foreign language learning and teaching. Situated within a strong conceptual framework and drawing from a rich empirical base, it reflects recent scholarship in applied linguistics that...

		

Among the Lowest of the Dead: The Culture of Capital Punishment (Law, Meaning, and Violence)University of Michigan Press, 2006
A book about a subject as controversial and fl uid as the death penalty is inevitably a bucket pulled from a moving stream. No sooner is it published than readers—and the author— begin to wonder whether the water in the bucket still represents the whole river.

Has this book about a “slow, costly and ineffi cient”...

		

Twitter Bootstrap Web Development How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	A hands-on introduction to building websites with Twitter Bootstrap's powerful front-end development framework


	Overview

	
		Conquer responsive website layout with Bootstrap’s flexible grid system
	
		Leverage carefully-built CSS styles for typography, buttons, tables, forms, and...






	

Digital Libraries: International Collaboration and Cross-Fertilization: 7th International Conference on Asian Digital Libraries, ICADL 2004, ShanghaiSpringer, 2005
The International Conference on Asian Digital Libraries (ICADL) is an annual international forum that provides opportunities for librarians, researchers and experts to exchange their research results, innovative ideas, service experiences and state-ofthe-art developments in the field of digital libraries. Building on the success of the first six...

		

Designing with Web Standards (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2006
Best-selling author, designer, and web standards evangelist Jeffrey  Zeldman has updated his classic, industry-shaking guidebook. This new  edition--now in full color--covers improvements in best practices and  advances in the world of browsers since the first edition introduced  the world to standards-based design. Written in the same engaging and...

		

Handbook of Approximate Bayesian Computation (Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical Methods)CRC Press, 2018

	
		As the world becomes increasingly complex, so do the statistical models required to analyse the challenging problems ahead. For the very first time in a single volume, the Handbook of Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) presents an extensive overview of the theory, practice and application of ABC methods. These simple, but...
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